ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION Toronto
In third century CE Phocaea a woman named Tation, who is identified with both a patronym and a papponym, paid for the construction of an assembly hall and its surrounding wall and donated these to the local Jewish assembly (~ ouvaycuYll Tc:JV 'Iouoaicuv).\ In return, the assembly had an honorific inscription engraved, honoured her with a golden crown, and assigned to her the privilege of sitting in the front seat (rrpoEopia).2 Such an acknowledgement of the largess and goodwill of a wealthy and distinguished person was quite unexceptional. Hundreds, even thousands, of honorific decrees inscribed on stone and metal tabulae are extant, attesting the benefactions of the wealthy
THE RHETORIC OF JAMES 2:1-13
In two recent independent analyses ofJames 2:1-13, Duane Watson and Wesley Wachob have argued, convincingly in my view, that this pericope exhibits the form of the elaboration on a theme described in Ps-Cicero's Rhetorica ad Herennium 2.18.28 (Watson 1993; Wachob 1993, 134-243) . The elaboration consists of five main parts: a statement of the proposition to be argued (propositio), a brief explanation that sets forth the basis for the proposition (ratio), the proofs (confirmatio), an embellishment (exornatio) consisting of similes, examples, amplifications or previous judgments, and finally a resume
(conplexio).18
22 Cfthe occurrence of KOTOOUVOOTEVc..:> and its cognates at Jeremiah 7:6; 13:18; 22:3; Ezek 18:7, 12, 16; 22:7, 29 ; Amos 4:1; 8:4; Micah 2:2; Zechariah 7:10; Malachi 3:5; Wis 2:10.
23 Rhetorica ad Alexandrum 1.l421b.26. 24 Commentators often wonder whether TO E' lTlKATjeEV £<1>' ulJCxC refers to baptism (Reicke 1964,29; Martin 1988,67) . More basically, however, the phrase connotes the act of being given a surname (LSJ 635b) and occurs several times in the LXX in reference to God adopting or taking possession of persons (or Israel):
Genesis 48:16; Deuteronomy 28:10; Isaiah 63:19; Amos 9:12; Bar 2:15; 5:4. In Daniel 5:12; 10:1 the construction is used of giving a nickname or by-name.
25 Watson (1993, 105) treats verses 8-11 as the embellishment (exomatio), evidently on the strength of [Cicero} Rhetorica ad Herennium 2.29.46, which states that the embellishment "consists of similes, examples, amplifications, previous judgments (rebus iudicatis) and other means which serve to expand and enrich the argument ... " Wachob (1993, 144, 197-223) considers it to be a second part of the proof, divided into four parts (v 8: a Proposition based on written law; verse 9: Argument from the contrary; verse 10: Rationale for Judgment based on the Law; verse 11: Confirmation of the Rational, using written testimony).
that they live in accord with the "Royal Law,,,26 here epitomized by a citation of Leviti- With the assistance of a Stoic maxim (2: 10),29 James is able to argue that the violation of one law (partiality) makes one liable for the entire law. This latter point is then confirmed by reference to the person of the Lawgiver: the unity of the Law is guaranteed by the unity of the Lawgiver.
Even though the argument has shifted to legal matters, honour is still part of the appeal, as is clear in the conclusion of 2:8, "if you fulfil the royal law ... you are acting nobly" (KaA~5 rroIEITE). The appeal to "the honourable" is probably also at work in the description of the law as "the royal [I e, the King's] law" and in the personalization of the argument in verse 11; for James here treats obedience to the Law as a matter of personal allegiance to a superior. Faithful execution of the superior's commands brings honour, while equivocal allegiance is dishonourable.
The conclusion (conplexio) to the argument is found in verses 12-13. The function of the conplexio was twofold: to recapitulate the argument and to make a final appeal to the emotions. 3o Wachob points out that the reference to speaking and acting in verse 12 recalls the fact that rrpoocurroATlI..I\jJI a in verses 1-4 entails both (1993, 225) .
The mention of the coming judgment and, in particular, the designation of the law as the "law of freedom" (VO~05 eAEUeEpla5), are obviously pathetical appeals. The concluding 26 Commentators are divided as to whether "the Royal Law" refers only to Lev 19: 18 (Mussner 1981, 124; Laws 1980, 108-9; Martin 1988,67) or to the entire Torah (Dibelius 1976, 142-44; Ropes 1916, 198; Davids 1982,114; Wachob 1993,200; Johnson, 1995,230) . 27 On the use of Leviticus 19:18 as a sununary of the Law, see Berger 1972,99-136; Kloppenborg 1995,98, 102-4 Lausberg 1960, § §431-42. aphorism continues in the same vein, threatening merciless judgment but invoking the superiority ofmercy.31
Several features of the architecture of the argument deserve comment. Watson treats the scene as an exemplum or paradeigma, citing Quintilian's discussion of the use of exempla in proofs. Since Quintilian defines the exemplum as "some past action, real or assumed, which may serve to persuade the audience of the truth of the point which we are trying to make,,,32 Watson expresses some doubt as to whether James drew the example from what he knew or assumed to be the experience of his addressees. 33 It is true that fabricated exempla (and myths) might be used in the confirmatio -which is what is under discussion in this section of Quintilian. In such a case the persuasiveness of the exemplum rests on the degree of correspondence between the exemplum and case under consideration, that is, on an analogical argument. In James 2, however, the exemplum occurs not in the conjirmatio, but in the ratio, where it supplies the causal basis for what follows.
The appropriate construction of the ratio was of great concern, since a defective ratio inevitably rendered the entire argument defective. Ps-Cicero discusses several defective rationes: for example, one that merely restates the propositio, or one that is not universally true or one that can apply equally to an entirely different proposition. A more serious defect is a ratio that can simply be rejected by the audience on the grounds that it rests on a false supposition. 34 In James the example (vv 2-3) is employed not only as the grounds for the conclusion in v 4 (ou OIEKpieT}TE ev eaUTOl5 Kat eYEVEOeE KpITai OlaAOYlo~WV lTovT}pwv;) but also for the conclusion of verse 6a that the addressees 31 Wachob (1993,226) Watson (1993, 105) in fact Dotes this: "Verse 6a is not an answer to the question of verse 5, but, having led the audience to affirm a basic tenet of Jewish-Christian faith that the poor (or pious) are the chosen of God, this assessment immediately confronts them with their sin of partiality. The 'you' (UI1£oIS) is emphatic to post a strong contrast between God's and the audience's treatment of the poor."
36 Dibelius (1976, 142) notes that J,lEVTOI in verse 8 implies a strong connection with what precedes and fmds the connection in verse 6a. Curiously, he concludes that even in verse 5 the example of 2-4 is "out of the PICture" because verses 5-8 no longer concern merely the distribution of seats but partiality of any sort. "At most, the opening words of verse 6 might be reminiscent of the individual case in verses 2-4, but even in verse 6 the words can be interpreted in a generalizing sense" (ibid, 137). 39 Bassler 1981,121-70,186-88. rather a claim that God does not favor the wealthy and well-born and, therefore, human institutions should likewise resist that sort of favoritism.
This helps to make sense of another point in the argument of James, namely, the juxtaposition of an admonition against partiality with the assertion that God has chosen the poor rather than the rich to inherit the kingdom. This seemingly blatant expression of partiality on God's part ceases to be so once "impartiality" is understood as an explicit effort to challenge and negate prevailing arrangements of power and status.
In this connection, it is worth noting the suggestion of Judge, Reicke and Laws, that the civ~p xpuaoooKnJA105 is an equestrian, whose emblem of rank was a gold ring. 40 To this it is routinely objected that other persons wore gold rings. 1960,53; Reicke 1951, 242-43; 1964,27; Laws 1980,98-99. 41 Davids 1982 , 108. Betz (1961 argues that the combination of the ring and clothing is part of a stereotyped description of the wealthy. 42 Compare also Lucian's description of the millionaire who appears in Athens, with a crowd of attendants and colorful clothing and gold jewellery (lTolldAn EOfrrlTI !Cal xpua~), and who is rebuffed by a crowd of philosophers (Nigrinus 13). Lucian uses this as an illustration of the maxim that Athenians have philosophy and poverty as half-brothers (<jllAooo4>ic;t KallTEvic;t oVvTPo4>oi EiOlV, Nigrinus 12).
HTS 5514 (1999) of status by the wealthy and the deference to rank shown by their toady clients are inimical to the pursuit of wisdom. Poverty and philosophy are half-brothers.
The appearance of persons of rank in their finery, either in public space or in an assembly, activated behaviour broadly classed as "flattery" and intimately ass,")ciated with patron-client relations. Plutarch, for example, describes the servile behaviour of toadies who take the front seats in a theatre or the games so that they might flatter rich patrons by giving them up when the latter arrive. Others prematurely surrender the speaker's platform when a man in his purple robe and gold jewellery wanted to speak and pay rapt attention despite his inferior display of rhetoric (Quomodo adulator 58CD). The toadies that milled around persons of rank provided ample grist for the mills of moralists, satirists and writers of the New Comedy, who expounded the stereotypes of the KOAO~ (flatterer) and the rropcXOITo5 (parasite). But the KOAO~ could be found at all levels of ancient society, precisely because of its obdurately vertical construction. Philosophers themselves were not immune from the charge of flattery, as is shown by the criticism that Epicurus pandered to his patrons -a charge that Philodemus had to address in his treatment of frankness (parrhDsia) .43 Lucian of Samosata, having written an exhortation on the dangers of being a house philosopher (De mercede) and then having entered the Roman civil service in Egypt, found himself compelled to compose an apology (Apologia). In the several essays on the topic of flattery (and its opposite, parrhDsia),44 it becomes clear that it was patronage that fueled flattery and led to the servile behaviour that moralists such as Philodemus, Lucian and Plutarch found so distasteful.
45
The epigraphical record makes plain that what moralists decried was practiced on a grand scale, not only by individuals, but by associations. Associations in third and second century BCE Attica regularly advertised the acts of their benefactors, unabashedly declaring that this was to encourage a rivalry among other members to act in a similar 43 Criticism of Epicurus is found in Cicero, In Pisonem 28.7029.71; Diogenes Laertius 10.4-5. This criticism, according to Gargiulo (1981, 103-127, esp 105) , motivated Philodemus' the contrast of the sage and the flatterer in his book on flattery.
44 On flattery, see Konstans 1996,7-19; Mornigliano 1973 Mornigliano -1974 For example, Theophrastus, "Flattery" Throughout, the roles of the priest!patron and the vice-priest in aB significant aspects of the life of the association are affirmed. What is noteworthy for our purposes is the attention to seating arrangements -both that of the former priest and the new priest! patron in the renewed association, and that of the general membership. While it is sometimes supposed that ancient associations possessed a level of egalitarianism, in those cases where elite functioned as patrons, the language of equality masked a deeper hierarchical reality. Where one sat counted as much within the club as it did anywhere else in the ancient polis.
The scene depicted in James 2:2-3 -with its attention to seating arrangements and its deference to rank -would be recognized by James' addressees as a perfectly typical instance of the hierarchical social relationships produced by the practice of patronage. Several elements in the immediate context of James 2: 1-13 suggest that patronage and its avoidance are on the horizon. First is the description of God in 1:5 as one who gives "simply" (aTTAc0S') and "without insult" (IJ~ OVe\(SI~ovTOS'). Later in the same chapter the author insists on the immutability of God as a giver of "every good and perfect gift"
(1: 17). These qualifications of the nature of God seem unprovoked, and while commentators have adequately traced the genealogy and connotations of the key terms,50 there has been little attempt to explain why they are introduced here. If, however, the description is taken as an anticipation of the issue of benefaction, it is possible to suggest that James is already building an argument against patrons.
One of the favorite topics of moralists and satirists was the abuse and humiliation regularly experienced by clients at the hands of their patrons. 51 Juvenal describes old 4Q Recently Vyhmeister (1995, (265) (266) (267) (268) (269) (270) (271) (272) (273) (274) (275) (276) (277) (278) (279) (280) (281) (282) (283) proposes a reading of James that assumes what is being argued here: that lames is presenting a case against patronage. She concludes: "James is not so much condemning the rich and pronouncing himself in favor of the poor as he is advocating Christian respect for all, regardless of means or position."
50 Although the Vulgate renders arrAc.:JS' as ajJluenter (Old Latin: simpliciter) , the majority of commentators are agreed that the term should be translated as "unconditionally" (Mayor 1910, 39; Martin 1988, 18) , "without hesitation" (Dibelius 1976, 77-79) , "vorbehaltlos, ohne Absicht, einmotivig, nicht rechnerisch" (Mussner 1981,69), "without mental reservation" (Davids 1982, 72), or "sans arriere-pensees, sans traction, sans conditions" (Vouga 1984,43 (1960, suggests that the combination ofalTAc.:JS' and ~~ 6VEIOI~c..JV can be translated as ci~ETa~eAT]ToS': "Dieu ne donne pas a contre-coeur; sa liberalite est toute de franchise et meme de candeur, si l'on peut dire; de telle sorte que ses bienfaits, accordes sans reserve ni restriction aucune, sont des dons dans la plus pure acception du terme" (218).
clients, having dutifully come for the morning salutatio and later for a dinner, being left outside (Sat. 1.127-J8) and ultimately cast aside after long years of "servitude" (Sat.
3.122-24). Martial reports complaints regarding the size of the sportulae distributed to clients (Epigrams 12.26.13-14; 9.100), or patrons feigning illness in order to avoid providing dinners (9.85). Satire 5 ("How Clients are Entertained") details luvenal's efforts to dissuade Trebius, an aristocrat, from pursuing the "friendship" ofVirro, a wealthy patron:
Is a dinner worth all the insults with which you have to pay for it? Is your hunger so importunate, when you might, with greater dignity, be shivering where you are and munching dirty scraps of dog's bread? First of all, be sure of this -that when bidden to dinner, you rc:ceive payment in full for all your past services. A meal is the return which your grand friendship yields you; the great man scores it against you and although it comes but seldom, he scores it against you all the same. So if after a couple of months it is his pleasure to invite his forgotten client, lest the third place on the lowest couch should be unoccupied, and he says to you, "Come dine with me," you are in seventh heaven. James immediately juxtaposes adherence to God, who "gives grace to the humble" and exalts them (4:6-10). Again it is the language of patronage that is invoked. The humiliating, divisive, and useless nature of human patronage is contrasted with the benefits that come "from above" (3: 17).
The language of friendship, indeed, was commonly used in order to mask the real nature of patron-client exchanges. As Richard Saller observes, the relative absence in Latin literature of the terms patronus and c1iens was due to the invidious connotations of the terms and the rather obvious way in which they exposed social inferiority. 53 Instead, S2 Similarly, Plutarch, Quomodo adulator 63F: "So, too, I imagine the gods confer their benefits, for the most part, without our knowledge, since it is their nature to take pleasure in the mere act of being gracious and doing good." This description occurs as part of a contrast of the flatterer's activities and the dubious benefits they obtain: "For any favour that evokes a reproach from its recipient is offensive. 54 The ease with which clients could deceive themselves by thinking that they were friends with their patrons is confirmed by Juvenal's efforts (cited above) to persuade Trebius that his "grand friendship" is no more than servitude, and by the continuing pertinence of the essays by Plutarch and Maximus ofTyre on "how to tell a flatterer from a friend."
In Athens, where personal autonomy and equality were emphasized even more than in Rome, it is rare to find a citizen referring to his TTPOOT<:X1'15; only metics, whose social inferiority was obvious, would use the term. Yet, it is also clear that the citizen class admitted of various levels of wealth and rank and that patronage was practiced.
55
But as in Rome, the inequalities inherent in clientage were disguised with the term <l>IAOI.
56
The dissembling description of patronage is not limited to urban contexts or to Wolf 1977, 173; Campbell 1977,253 : ''The patron says that he helps his client simply because it pleases him to help those of his friends who are in difficulties. The client explains that he is the friend of the patron, not simply because he receives benefits from him but because he is a good man." leverage in obtaining benefits, since in a village context, noncompliance with the obligations of friendship is shameful.
In the case of James, "friendship with the world" is characterized as fundamentally unproductive -alTEITE Kal OU Aa~~cXvETE (4:3) -, whereas God has already been presented as generous and unstinting in his benefactions. God gives freely and God's gifts are perfect. The rhetorical strategy at work here is to demystify and expose the common language of patronage for what it is: ineffective and humiliating.
When describing the rich, James is blunt and hostile, never countenancing the cloaking of patronage with the language of friendship. James' rhetoric is intensely personal, for he knows that the relationship with a patron is not abstractly based upon wealth, but is affective, based on personal loyalty. Hence 1: 11 announces not the withring of wealth, but the fading of 0 TTAOUOIOS-. The rich are said to abuse the poor by dragging them to court -presumably to recover loans (2:5) -and to blaspheme their heavenly patron (2:7). They defraud day laborers of the wages to which they are entitled while they live in lUXUry (5:4-5), and even murder the "righteous one" (5:6). This catalogue conforms quite precisely to the principal economic exchanges between patron and client that guaranteed the peasant farmer or smallholder basic subsistence: the granting of loans for seed requirements and emergency situations, the timely p~yment of wages, the sharing of surpluses, and the providing of protection. 59 On each point, the rich fail to live up to the moral norms of patronage, much less those of friendship.
THE SOCIAL LOCATION OF JAMES 2:1-13
To see in James 2:1-13 an argument, not merely against "partiality" conceived abstractly, but as a rather specific argument against the cultivation of patrons and, further, to see in the descriptive language that is used both of God and of the rich a concerted strategy to undermine the legitimacy of patronage, raises the larger issue of how and in what contexts such a social strategy would be effective or intelligible.
More than thirty years ago, Etienne Trocme (1964) argued that the three topics of partiality, faith and works, and control of speech in the central section of James (2: 1-59 See Scott and Kerkvliet 1977, 147-61 .
Jolt" S KlDpp~"borg V~rb;" 3:13) were directed against the practices of post-Pauline churches, 'where "James" had been a visitor. That James 2:14-26 is directed against echoes of Pauline language is, of course, not new. 60 Trocme proposed that each of the three scenes in 2:13:13 concerned a liturgical problem. In James 3:1-13, the author was concerned about communities which had a large number of ''teachers'' (whom he judged as unqualified) and practices in which uncontrolled speaking was characteristic (cf 1 Cor 11; 14). In 2:14-16, Trocme conjectures an ironic use of urraYETE EV Eip~vtl (2:16), recalling liturgical benedictions in wealthy post-Pauline churches which also countenanced or ignored economic inequalities. 61 As for James 2:1-13, Trocme suggests that James is critical of the social practice of the Pauline churches, which, being separated from synagogues, depended upon local notables for financial support and quite naturally showed appropriate deference to such persons. Indeed, Trocme considers the possibility that James' very use of the term rrpooc..:moATlI.1\jJ1 a may be a deliberate appropriation of a Pauline neologism and its use against Pauline practice (Trocme 1964, 667) .
There is much that is attractive in this thesis, in particular the way it is able to refer three diverse units of James to a common argumentative strategy. Other features of James do not fit as well, and these Trocme sets aside, rather too quickly. In particular, he treats the woes against the rich in 5:1-6 as a "malediction prophetique entierement traditionnelle.,,62 It is quite true that some of the language of 5:1-6 can be traced to various Septuagintal texts 63 and also true that the complaint that the rich have withheld
60
Kittel 1942, 71-105: James polemicizes against an "early Paulinism"; Holtzmann 1911, 2:379: James polemicizes directly against Paul; Dibelius 1976,29-31, 174-80; Marxsen 1968, 226-31 : James is directed against Pauline slogans.
61 Trocme 1964, 664-65 notes that James' treatment of faith and works (2:14-26) does not betray a direct knowledge of Galatians or Romans, and more likely represents polemic against the practice of Pauline churches about 80 CEo Any later dating of James would make it difficult to account for its lack of direct reference to Galatians and Romans. 62 Trocme 1964,661. Trocme treats this no differently from the example of the mirror in 1:23-24 (one of the "exemples purement rhetoriques"). 63 'OMAU~W ("wail"), used in classical authors of persons crying to the gods for joy (LSJ 1217), occurs in the LXX 21x in reference to disasters (Isa 10:10; 13:6; 14:31; 15:2, 3; 16:7 [bis]; 23:1, 6, 14; 24:11; 52:5; 65:14 65 Some commentators have commented on the particular vivid language of James 5:1-6: Davids (1988, 3642) notes that while there is stock Septuagintallanguage in 5:1-6, the reference to the 'rusting' of wealth derives from the Jesus tradition, and the situation descnbed by James corresponds to that of the peasant class in Palestine prior to the flTSt Revolt. Similarly, Martin 1978, 97-103; Brunt 1977 , 152 n 9: "The reminiscences of various prophetic books in chapter V are unlikely to be merely conventional; rather they show that the greed and oppression of rich landowners denounced by Isaiah, Jeremiah, Amos, and Micah were the subject of complaint m the author's own day."
66 Paul in fact only uses TTTWXOS to refer to the "poor of the Saints of Jerusalem (Gl 2:10; Rrn 15:26), metaphorically in 2 Corinthians 6:10 and adjectivally in Galasians 4:9 of the OToIXEla. The term is never used of indigent in Pauline cities. relationship to topics of Hellenistic moral exhortation.
67 James' strategy of denying to patrons the language of instrumental friendship finds analogies in the criticism of the abuse offriendshlp language by Juvenal and Seneca.
68
When James appeals in the conpiexio to the "law of freedom" (vo~oS"
EAEU8EpIOS)69 as the decisive criterion for speech and action, he introduces a familiar theme. The contrast between servitude and freedom appears with tedious regularity in discussions of patron-client relationships and the loss of freedom they entail. "To accept a favor (beneficium) is to sell one's freedom," says Publilius Syrus (61), echoing the substance of what had been expressed by many others. 70 It is clear from the literature adduced by Mayor and Dibelius that the phrase employed by James here had a much wider scope than simply opposition to patronage. 7) Nevertheless, in the context of an admonition to shun patronage, the audience of James would recognize the admonition to act in accord with freedom as a perfectly appropriate and conventional appeal.
On the other hand, James' argument does not develop significant topo; usual in philosophic exhortations concerning benefaction and its effects. While James is otherwise concerned with the control of speech, he says nothing on the standard topics of flattery and its opposite, frankness, even though he enjoins a communal practice of acknowledgment of faults. 72 The objections, moreover, that have been raised against situating James within the context of the urban matrix of Pauline churches would apply equally here: James appears to reflect a set of social and economic concerns more closely associated with the relationship of cities, urban elites and the agricultural hinterland.
67 See Johnson 1990,329-39; 1983. 68 See above, n 51.
69 Cfalso James 1:25: 6 os lTapa.ru~s Eis vo~ov TEAEIOV TOV nlS EAEUeepias Kal lTapa~eivas, OUK aKpOa-nlS elTlAT}OI.lOV~S yevo~EvoS aAAQ lTOIT}-nlS EPYOU, OUTOS l.IaKaplOS EV T1) lTOI~Oel aUTou EOTal.
70 For example, Aristotle, Rhet. 1.9.28: EAEUeEpOU yap TO ~~ lTPOS cXAAOV ~~v ("For a free man does not live in dependence on another"). See above, n 45.
71 Mayor 1910,73-74; Dibelius 1976, 116-20 ; see also Popkes 1994,131-42; Marucci 1995, 317-31. 72 The background of such confession is regularly (and rightly) related to a series of texts from the Hebrew Bible: Martin 1988,210-11; Johnson 1995,334-35. This is not to say that the critique of patronage found in the moralists is irrelevant.
Resistance to patronage and the substitution of friendship for patronage can be seen much lower down on th\e social ladder, and it is here that we might find a better location for James' strategy. Engberg-Pedersen argues that Plutarch's essay on "How to Tell a
Flatterer from a Friend" reveals a conflict that permeated ancient society between two models of interaction: one based on status-hierarchies, where the everyone sought to come out on top, or a least to avoid downward movement, and a contrasting model, based
on the values of trust, sincerity, permanence and truthfulness:
With his invocation of trust, sincerity, permanence and truthfulness Plutarch is appealing to a set of values and a way of life which was in constant danger of being done away with in ancient society. since it stood in more or less contrast to a different set of values that was so pervasive that nobody could be said to stand outside it. What I have in mind is the set of values implicit in the very strong consciousness of social and personal status that is characteristic of ancient society. Everybody had a strong sense of where he or she belonged in a status-hierarchy (no matter how we will more specifically defme this) and everybody wanted so far as possible to get out on the top. Conversely, everybody was afraid oflosing status and moving down in society.
(Engberg-Pedersen 1996, 76)
The idea of friendship provided a sort of "breathing space," as Engberg-Pedersen puts it, where one could conduct relationships without risking loss of status.
Many examples cail be cited of attempts to nurture a non-hierarchical social practice outside elite circles. Periclean Athens had already advanced a democratic ideal and instituted the practice of public pay as a way to break the influence of personal patrons (Millett 1989,38-39) . Obviously, this was not an option for non-elites. But at least from the period of classical Athens, and certainly extending throughout the Hellenistic period and the early Principate, the institution of small associations formed around the metaphor of <plAOI or a fictive family, and organized in such a way as to cultivate a sense of equality and solidarity. served as one of the possible means to escape the predatory and degrading aspects of patronage.
From early third century Attica comes a particularly enlightening inscription containing a partial nomos of an association. 73 The name of the club is missing and what remains gives no indication of which deities were honoured, although the nomos enjoins piety toward the gods and promises that those who are pious will enjoy blessings. The decree requires that members attend the funerals of deceased members and their families.
Since the provision of funerals in Athens was normally a responsibility of the immediate family and, failing that, of a demarch appointed for that reason, it is likely that the association of IG n 2 1275 comprised metics who could not depend upon either family relationships or the administrative functionaries of the Attic demes. 74 Funerals in ancient Attica (and elsewhere) were occasions on which status was displayed, even for those who fell near the bottom of the status scale. For an association of metics to take some responsibility for funerals was to provide a mechanism by which they could mirror or mimic the honorific displays routinely accorded to citizens.
The nomos also called for members to render assistance to other members who have been wronged (aoIKT]Tat). The nature of such injustices and the remedies promised are left all too vague. What the association offered, however, amounted to the protection that patrons normally supplied in other associations. This offer of assistance was not expected to be kept secret; on the contrary, the inscription enjoins mutual support so that it will be known to all that "we show piety to the gods and to our friends." Elite patrons knew that their acts of benefaction and assistance would be broadcast by grateful clients and advertised on their stelai and honorific tablets. Many of the functions of other associations are instanced here, including the communal honouring of members. The association took responsibility for funerals, requiring all to shave their heads and defile themselves. And where the Iobacchoi treated appointments to the civic cursus honourum as occasions for celebration, this association expected members who had contracted a marriage, or become fathers, or purchased land or a flock of sheep to advertise their good fortune by making special contributions to the monthly dinners. Significantly below the Iobacchoi on the social ladder and without the benefit of elite patronage, this association nonetheless provided benefits, but in the context of more egalitarian relationships.
Protection and defense figure highly in the nomos, which required members to render assistance to one another when in distress and imposed heavy fines (8 drachmae)
on those who fail to assist. Similarly, the association agreed to stand surety for those who had been arrested as debtors up to an amount of 100 drachmae which, given the monthly dues of the association, would represent a sizable proportion of its funds. (Josephus, Bell. 4.444) . It is clear that Vespasian had already decided not to rely upon them for control of the popUlation perhaps, as Goodman suggests, because "the ruling class had, after all, never been seen by the rest of the population as a natural eiite.,,93 Legio X Fretensis with a number of auxiliary units was stationed in Judaea and 800 veterans were settled at Emmaus (Bell. 7.217). We have few sources that bear on the economy of this period, but the nature of the political changes can only have meant dramatic shifts at the level of the economies of towns and villages. 94 The confiscation of lands inevitably meant their reassignment to those whose loyalty was beyond question or the reduction of the lands to imperial estates. Josephus was assigned lands by Vespasian both in Judaea (Vita 425) and on the Great Plain (Vita 422), which can only mean that the formerly royal estates that existed in the Jezreel had become the personal property of Vespasian.
Judaea seems to have fared worse than the Galilee, where there is no mention of the relocation of local nobilities and no official stationing of a legionary camp until 120
91 On the role of debt in the causes of the first revolt, see Goodman 1982.
92 Schwartz 1994,303 . The effects of absenteeism are also discussed by Garnsey and Woolf 1989,158-61. 93 Goodman 1987,234 . See also Goodman 1990 and, for an earlier discussion, Buchler 1912 Buchler , repro 1975 Several of the rabbis of the Yavnean period were evidently persons of some wealth (which inevitably means landowners). See Buchler 1975,90-91. CE, when Legio VI Ferrata was stationed at Legio (Kfar 'Otnai).95 Nevertheless, Moshe Gil has assembled data from Talmudic sources that suggest a gradual encroachment on the land of smallholders by powerful persons (both Jewish and Gentiles) called 'annasim ("men of violence") or mesiqin (IJEOITOI) connected with the extraction of the annona, an oppressive agricultural tax. 96 It is precisely these sorts of encroachments and the shift from cooperative to predatory economic relationships that provoke shifts in the patronal system.
It is not my interest here to suggest a precise dating of the letter of James, and indeed several settings before and after the First Revolt are possible. Rather, my concern is to propose a concrete social-historical context that might render intelligible the development of a rhetoric that opposed the nearly ubiquitous practice of patronage of non-elite by elites.
For James, this entailed three interlocking strategies. First, in 2: 1-13 James in effect advises the shunning of patrons, for that is precisely the effect that his advice would have had. Few of the elite would have tolerated the cheap seats. Besides, James offers a rather frontal attack on their character, refusing to indulge the habit of confusing patronage with friendship. Second, James develops a contrasting portrait of God as the ideal of friendship: one who gives unstintingly; one who does not humiliate; and one whose gifts are always perfect. God's is an effective patronage. Third, the letter deploys a dense language of kinship -using "brother" and "sister" twenty times in a document of less than 2000 words. This usage, coupled with the appeal to friendship, represents an advocacy of general reciprocity (rather than the balanced reciprocity of patronage). It is to encourage the language of mutual obligation rather than that of status hierarchies.
Together, these elements comprise an expression of resistance to patronage, and the proposing of an alternate model of social interaction and redistribution of goods. 97 9S Lifshitz 1960, 109-11; Safrai 1992, 104-105 . There were small imposts during the time of Eliezer ben Hyrcanus at Sepphoris and perhaps at Tiberias: t. Sabb. 13.9; y. Sabb. 16.l5d . See also Miller 1984,31-45. 96 Gil 1970, especially 40-45; Freyne 1980, 166-70. 97 I am grateful to William E Amal, Alicia Batten, Alan J Kirk, Wesley Wachob and especially, Hami Verbin, for reading various versions of this paper and for offering helpful criticisms and advice. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Seminar on Hebrew, Judaic, and Early Christian Studies, Faculty of Divinity, Cambridge University. I wish to thank Profs Nicholas R M de Lange and William Horbury for their kind invitation to present this paper and the members of the seminar for a helpful discussion.
